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ST~T~~ENT OF P~~BL~A

Bureau of Ships problem\NEL 2A5a : tiDevelop equipnent
for continuous measureme’~it of vertical sound velocity
distribution for predicti~on of sonar performance,
correction of v~rtica1 ti4angulation ranges , and tar-.
get—depth measurements.” This report deals with the
development, arid testing of a Pulsed Sound Velocity
Indicator (psvi) for use on su~narines and employingshort—pa th high—frequency echo ranging for measure-
ment of sound velocity.

COrCLUS IONS

1. The PSVI is suitable for direct measurement of
underwater sound velocities from a subsarine,
2. The accuracy of the measurements made with the
PSVI is k 1.2 feet per second , corresponding to an error
of ± 0.025 per cent.
3. Changes in sound velocity as small as 0.2 foot per
second can be detected and measured,
4. Previously used tables in which sound velocities are
presented as a fUnction of temperature, salinity, and
depth show values as much as 5 feet per second less than
those measured with the PSVI.
5. The following expression is proposed as the best
representation of sound velocity as a function of
temperature, salinity, and depth , for temperatures below
63 degrees F: ! = 4241.59 4- 13.147 T — 0.06649 T2
4- 4.27S_ 4- 0.01821), where velocity in feet per second,
T = temperature in degrees F, S salinity in parts per
thousand, D = depth In feet.

REC~&ENDATI0NS

1. Develop a recorder for use in conjunction with the
PSVI.
2. Develop a computer to give density of sea water from
velocity, temperature, and depth data, disregarding salinity.
3. Use the PSVI to make. measurements of sound velocities
over a wider range of water temperatures than here reported.
4. Use the PSVI to make measurements of sound velocity over
a wider range of salinities than here reported.

~0RK SUMMARY

A l0O—kc and a 1.-Mc model of the PSVI were constructed and
tested, The latter proved satisfactorily accurate and was
used in a series of sound—velocity measurements in sea
waters ranging in temperature from 30 degrees F to 63 de-
grees F. The program was carried out by V1.H. Burt and
C.K. Lisle under the directicn cf R.M . Sherwood .
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INTRODUCTION

Within the framework of the Bureau ~..f Ships assignment
to develop equipment for c ;ntinuoua measurement of vertical
sound velocity distribution , the Laborat c~ry . has undertaken
the development and testing of a Pulsed Sound Velocity
Indicator (PSvi) for use on subnarines. The PSVI employs
short—path high—frequency echo ranging for direct measure—
merit of sound velocity.

Sound velocity measurements are of particular interest
to those engaged in underwater sound research, since the

$ vertical distribution of sound velocity determines the amount
by which a sound beam is refracted. Vertical refraction of
a hc~rizonta11y directed sound beam is one of the chief
factors influencing the range of underwater transmission.
Thus a knowledge of the sound velocity distribution is es-
sential to prediction of sonar ranges.

IO1~ C~L BACKGROUND

The velocity of sound in a fluid is given by the ex-
pression

V
~pI(

where

V velocity of sound,

y ratio of specific heats of the fluid

p density of the fluid, and

= true compressibility of the fluid.

When it is desired to use this expression for calculating
the velocity of sound in the sea it is possible to relate
y , p ,  and ~ to the giv~.~n conditions of temperature, salinity,
and depth by means of empirical formulas derived from field
and laboratory measurementsft

Several tables 4s~ ~~ (see list of references) giving
sound velocity in terms of temperature, salinity, and depth
have been published. Those of Kuwahara5 appear to be the
most rigorous and will be frequently referred to in the
following text, although they differ only slightly from those
of the British Admiralty~4 The accuracy of these tables de-pends upon the accuracy of the empirical formulas used to
relate the ratio of the specific heats, the density, and the
compressibility to the given conditions of temperature,
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salinity, and depth. Kuwahara uses values for the compres-
sibility of sea water obtained from ~ cman ’s3 work in which
the error is estimated by ~ anan tc be less than 0.3 per cent.
An error of 0.3 per cent in , however, permits a deviation
°~ ± 7 5  feet per second in the computed sound velocity.

These computed tables have formed the basis for mcst
indirect determinaticns of sound vel°city in the sea. A
measurement of temperature, salinity, and depth is made,
and the corresponding sound velocity is obtained from the
tables. Any err’~rs in the measurement of temperature,
salinity and depth will, of course, be combined with the
possible error of approximately ± 7.5 feet per second
in the tables.

The extensive use of indirect determinations of sound
velocity arises from the difficulties encountered in making
direct measurements, The usual techniqie employed in
earlier direct measurements 2, 1 , ~~~, 9, LI of sound velocity
in the sea has required an explosive charge as a sound
source and several hydrophones11 spaced along an accurately
measured base line as receivers . The arrival times of the
pressure wave at successive hydrophcnes were compared,
and these observations were used to compute the average
velocity of sound rver the base line. Care was taken to
ciiniznize the errors caused by refraction and reflection of
the sound wave ; by making measurements only at neap tides
the effect of tidal flow was reduced. The chief objection
to most of these previous measurements is that collateral
cbservations of temperature and salinity wore insufficient
to describe water conditicns al ng the entire sound path
with the necessary accur~dy~

~&ea~uroinohts mane over a 12-mile base line by W~. cds ,
Brown~ an~ Cochrane ,~~ffe r more supporting data ~~ tem-
perature and salinity conditions than measurements made by
others , but their methods are net adaptable for use in
c;porati:;nal and tactical situati~ns.

In contrast to the long distances used in previous
direct measurements of sound velocity the Pulsed Sound
Velocity Indicator uses a short path length . Refinument 8
of time—measuring techniques make possible the accurate
determination of sound vol”city in terms of trav~l time
along this sh r t  path. %vator conditions in the sea are
sufficiently uniform over the short distance used (ap-
pro ximately 26 f t)  that a single temperature-salinity
measurement may be used to represent c~nditicns along the
entire path. Thus it is possible to make accurate direct
measurements of sound velocity with the PSVI, and to
obtain conveniently tempor~thre, sali nity, and depth
measurements with which to corr~lato these velocity readings.
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~~~~~ CONSIDERATIONS

The requirement to “develop equipment for ccntinuous
measurement of vertical sound velocity distr~.buticn forprediction of scnar perf rmánce , etc. ” demands also that
the equipment be suitable for installation cn Navy ve&aela .
In view of the difficulties of indirect detenninati ;ns of
sound velocity — dependent on measurements of temperature,
depth , and salinity, the latter by means of conductivity

• cells — a new approach to the problem was adopted: direct
measurement of the travel time of a sound pulse over a short
echo path .

$ In view of the requirements, it is obvious that veleci-.
ties will be measured on a short sound path. Shortening the
sound path requires refinement in time-~neasuring techniquosd

An accuracy of ± 1.0 f..ot per second , or ~ 0.02 per
cent, was originally prop’;sed as being appropriate . Taking
5000 feet per second as a cc nvoniont value for the velocity
of sound in water, the allowable tolerances in the measure-
ments of both time and distance are listed in table 1.

Table 1

Allowable Tolerances of Time or Distance

Travel Timing
Time Tolerance Distance

Path ~Length (micro— (micro— Tolerance
( feet) seccnds) seconds) (feet )

200 40,000 8 . .04
100 20,000 4 .02

50 10,000 2 .01 ~ 1/8 in.
25 5,000 1 .005
12.5 2,500 0.5 .0025

6 1,200 0.24 .0012
3 600 0.12 .0006

On the basis of the figures in table 1, a path approxi—
mately 50 feet long was chosen as representing the best com-
promise between the requirements of accuracy and cLnvenience .

The 50—foot path must be an echo—ranging path ..ather
than a• . straight transmissic.n path to eliminate the effect of
the speed of the vessel on which the equipment is mounted.
The açt~ua1 distance for PSVI use was determined to be 52.056
feet — 26.028 feet from transducer to reflector , resulting
in a travel time of approximately 10,500 microseconds for
average velocity conditions.
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The range of variati:n of sound velocity in natural
waters is approximately 500 feet per second, resulting in
a variati:n of about 1 part in 10 when 5000 feet per second
is used as the nominal value. For cunvenience, the travel
time over the 52—foot path m ay  be considered as made up of
two parts: the first part being a constant (ie,000 micro-
seconds) corresponding to a velocity of 5200 feet per
second; the seccnd part being a variable (0 to 1000 micro-
seconds) corresponding to the drop of the measured velocity
below this value. Then, if pulses of sound be emitted
from the PSVI transducer at a repetition rate of 100 per
second, a 10,000-microsecond interval will be provided
between pulses — an interval which will serve bo measure
the “constant” portion of the travel time. The “variable”

~*~rtion of the travel time, that which exceeds 10,000
microseôonds, may then be measured on the calibrated sweep
of an oscilloscope. Timing circuits will be required to
initiate simultaneously the sound pulse and the oscilloscope
sweep. Throughcut the full range of transmission condi-
tions, the echo of a given palse will appear on the follow—
ing oscilloscope sweep, and will be displaced along the
sweep by a distance related to the amount by which sound
velocity falls short of 5200 feet per second.

PSVI, MODEL 12

The Pulsed Sound Velocity Indicator, Model 12, is an
experimental equipment desig~~d for installation on a sub-
marine. It is capable of direct measurement of sound
velocity in the water through which the su~inarine passes
while sut~nerged. A quartz—crystal transducer mounted on
the deck of the sukxnarine sends 15-microsecond pulses of
l-Mc sound to a reflector mounted approximately 26 feet
away. (PSVI , Model Xl, built in 1948, operated at the
lower frequency of 100 kc — see Appendix.) Timing cir-
cuits and the calibrated sweep of an oscilloscope afford
accurate measurement of the travel time of the sound
pulse to the reflector and back • A block diagram of the
equipment is shown In figure 1.

PHYSICAL D~SCRIPrION

The PSVI comprises two table—height racks , with the
oscilloscope mounted above for convenient viewing (fig. 2).
The two racks incorpo rate a Hewlett Packard Model 100C
frequency standard; a driver , a receiver, and timing and
trigger circuits. The oscilloscope used in the PSVI is a
Dumont , Type 256-8, A/a Range Scope1. Originally designed
fdr use with conventional radar sets to increase accuracy
of range readings, this scope is calibrated in yards
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(postwár.mo~els of this same scope are calibrated in micro—second~),
~csitiona of the transducer and reflector on the de ck

of the subnarine are sh: ’v~ in figure 3. To hold the error
within j 0.02 per cent, it is necessary that the distanc e
between the transducer and refle ctor be established with an
accuracy of ± 1/16 inch.

~ssuming that the axis of the radiated sound beam 10
perpendicular to the reflector and is directed at its center ,
the path length of the sound pulse is hore taken as twice
the distance from the surface of the crystal tc the center of
the reflector, The rho—C rubber window covering the crystal
is 0.1—inch tb ,ick. Taking this into account , a steel tape,
accurate to 1 part in 10,000, is used to measure the distance
between the cuter surface of the rubber window and the center
of the reflector, The half—path length is established at
26.O2~ feet; path length is 52.056 feet .

CIRCUITRY

Timing Circuits.

The timing circuits are the ni~st important part of the
PSVI . Their functi~.n is to provide a repetition rate cf 100pulses per second , constant to 1 part in 10,000, or better.
~is previous ly mentioned, the greater pc rtion ~f the travel
time of the sound pulse is measured by this constant time
interval between pulses.

Figure 4 is a block diagram cf the timing circuits. A
crystal—co ntro lled frequency standard , Hewlett Packard Model
1000, supplies out put s of 100 kc , 1 kc , and 100 cps, accurate
to 1 part in 100,000. A triangular pulse derived from the
100—kc output is mixed with a pedestal pulse derived from
the 1—icc output, and the result is a triangular pulse occurring
1000 time s a second . This pulse is again mi~xed with a pedestal
pulse originati ng from the 100—cycle output to. produce a
pulse occurri ng 100 times a second. In th e fJ.r~a1 stage this
pulse triggers a thyratr on tube , the outp ut ~uXse of which
has an estimated rise time of 0.02 micr useconc~~. This thyra—
tron pulse , which has a rep etition rate of 100 per second ,
triggers the driver and the cscillosccpe Sweep . A circuit
diagram of the timing circuit s is shown in figure 5.

Driver.

The drive r circuit s of the PSVI are a modification of
those used in an early ultrasonic radar tratner ? . t circuit
diagram is sh~wn in figure 6. V1 is a mult ivibrator , V2 act s
as a switch tube , V3 is a Hartley oscillator , and V4, V5, and

7
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V~ act in parallel as the driv er amplifier. When the multi—
vibrator , V1, is triggered ~r~r the output pulse of the timing
circuit , it generates a negative square pulse which is applied
to the grid of V2. By adjusting R~ç, the width of the multi—
vibrator output pulse can be varied. For normal operation a
pulse width of about 2 microseconds is used. V2 in its normal
state is conducting , but it is driven to cutoff by the multi—
vibrator negative pulse. i~.1so connected to V2 is the tuned
circuit ~ C~ of the Hartley oscillator. As long as the
switch tube V2 is conduct ing, L1C9 is prevented from oscil—
lating. However, when V2 is cu~ off , V~ oscillates, and
the oscillations are fed to the grids c!~ the driver amplifier
V1, V~, and VL. The driver amplifier is bia8ed to cutoff, ~°
tifat the crys~a1 is net driven until a trigger pulse initiates
the sequence just described. A line transformer, L2L~,
matches the output of the driver amplifier to the 55 tact of
MCOS—2 cable used to connect it to the transducer. -The grids
of the driver amplifier are driven for only one or two
cycles, but the resonant output circuit rings for approxi-
mately 15 microseconds because of the high Q of the quartz—
crystal transducer, Maximum xins amplitude of the 15-micro-
second pulse is approximately 250 volts; about 6 cycles
(out cf the 15-cycle duraticri ) are required for building up
to this maximum amplitude.

Transducer.

An X—cut quartz crystal 1 inch square and resonant at
1 Mc is used as sound source and receiving hydrophorie. It
is mounted by cycle—welding to a rubber diaphra~ n ,thich
servos as the window of the transducer. The crystal is
backed by a layer of Corprene 1/16—inch thick and a brass
backing plate. A line-matching transformer, similar to
L2L~ of figure 5, and a capacitor are mounted behind the
backing plate; the remaining space is filled with castor oil.
In the original design of the transducer a retaining ring
was provided which would have held the crystal firmly against
the backing plate. Because of assembly difficulties this
retaining ring was omitted, intr~ducing s~.me uncertainty as
to the exact position of the crystal. A small pressure
aga inst the rubber window is suffi cient to push the crystal
firmly agains t the backing plate , and it is believed that
this occurred during dives , when , of course , no observati ons
of the crystal were possible . Before furthe r measureme nt s
are made with the PSVI equipaent it is planne d to modify
the transducer so that uncertainty rega rding the position
of the cryst al will be eliminated ,

The reflect or is a steel plate , 1/2 by 12 by 14
inches , welded to a vertical I—beam and bo lted to the deck .
During insta1latic~n , care was taken to align the axis of
the transducer perpendicular to the reflector. A plane
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mirror and sighting device tacilitated close alignment .

Receiver.

The receiver diagran~sd in figure 7 is a three—stage
amplifier tuned to a frequency of 1 Mc. When one trans-
ducer is used as both transmitter and receiver , the high—
voltage driver pulse and the weak echo signal are both ap—
plied directly to the receiver input. Circuits are in-
corporated in the amplifier to attenuate the driver pulse
and to amplify the relatively weak echo signal. Of the
several limiter circuits tried, the simplest and most satis—
factory for this application proved to be a diode limiter
using crystal rectifiers , In the first two stages, type
1N34 rectifiers are used back—to—back to provide a low—m i—
pedance shunt for the high—voltage driver pulse, while offer-
ing a high impedance to the low—voltage echo signal. The
first pair of crystal rectifiers is biased with 1.5 v~].ts to
reduce attenuation of the weak echo signal by ccnduction.
Considerable limiting action also takes place in the second
and third stages.

Amplifier response is shown in figure 8. For low—
voltage inputs the amplifier is linear and has a gain f 66
db. For higher—voltage inputs, however, the cutoff be-
comes quite sharp so that for a driver pulse cf 250 volts
(mis) the gain is —14 db. Thus a total di~cr~~iinaticn of
ao db is achieved in the amplification ~f c~ iver pulse and
echo signal.

In spite of the fact that all three amplifier stages
are slightly deturied to increase the bandwidth, the pulse
shape is nevertheless distorted to a c~nsiderable degree.Distortion is riot a serious disadvantage in this applicati~ri,
however, since it is desired cnly to measure to arrival
time of the first cycle of the echo pulse.

Oscilloscope.

As previously tnenti: ned, the calibrated sweep .~n a
cathode—ray oscilloscope is used tc measure that pc rticn of
the travel time of the sound pulse which exceeds the
repetition—rate interval of 0.01 second. In the PSVI a
Thimont Type 256—B a/R Range Scope~— is employed. This
scope was designed for use with ccnventi~nal radar sets
icr accurate reading of ranges, and is calibrated in yards.
The range scales available on the scope are 200,000 yards,
4000 yards , and 2000 yards; corresponding to time bases
for the oscilloscope sweep of 1220, 24., and 12 microseconds .
The conversion factor is 163.9 yards equals 1 microsecond.
The scope is so constructed that any 24r-or 12-microsecond
porticn of the 1220.-microsecond sweep can be selected by
the operator and expanded t° fill the scope screen for

9
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critical measurement. Figure 9 is a photograph of the~
1220-microsecond sweep, showing the outgoing pulse at
the start c i  the sweep and the echo (of the preceding
pulse) at the center o.f the trace. In figure 10 the first
24—microsecond portion of the same echo is expanded to fill
the scope screen . Correct ~~siticning for time measure-
ment is sh~wn, with the first cycle of the echo set at the
start of the expanded sweep. Readings are made on the range
dial which moves with the positic ring of the expanded sweep.
Readings are normally made to the nearest 100 yards of
range, and converted tc time by using 163.9 yards equals
1 microsecond .

The oscilloscope sweep and range dial are linear to
within ± 0.1 per cent .

Current models of this Dumont Oscilloscope (designated
Type 256—b ) are calibrated in microseconds , rather than in
yards, but the A/R scope described above was available at
NEL and was c~eemed satisfactory for inclusion in experi-
mental equipment .

FUNCTION41L DESCRIPTION

Keying of the driver for transmission of the sound
pulse also initiates the oscilloscope sweep. The keyed
pulse ~ p~~ars’~ at the beginning cf the 1220—microsecond
sweep and the echo of the preceding pulse (which was
emitted 10,000 microseconds earlier) appears later in the
trace. The displac~iment of the echo fr~.•m the beginning
of the sweop permits measurement of the time in excess
of 10,000 microseconds required fcr the travel ~.f the
sound pulse along the measured echo path.

The c.cho trace is expanded (4000—yd or 24—microsecond
scale ) and positioned so that the first cycle of the echo
is aligned with the beginning of the scope trace • The
expansion of the echo trace permits accurate determination
of the first cycle cf the echo and facilitates positioning.
Pcsiticning of the first cycle cf the echo gives a reading
in yards c-n the range dial. A table , prepared for use
with the equipment in this application, affords quick
conv~rsion of range reading directly int o sound velocity.

}iIE~.SUP~AENTS OF SOUND VELOCITY

SCOPE OF MEi~SUREMENTS

After preliminary testing of the PSVI, it was decided to
make a series of sound velocity measurements with this
equipment in order to determine experimentally the relation
between sound velocity and the temperature , salinity, arid
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depth. 4~ccording1y, measurements were made during May
arid 4.ugust 1949 , in widely different areas and water
conditi’ns (see table 2).

The first group of measurements was made during extended
dives on 3 arid 13 May 1949 in waters near San Diego . 11C
separate obsurvaticns wore made while the subuarino was
operating at different depths and speods o ~Jator temperatures
ranged from 50 to 60 degrees F~

~1nother series -f sound velocity moasuromonts was made
in ncrthern waters in ~.ugust, during shc rt dives at temper-
atures of 30 to 45 degrees F. During this series the sub—
marine was kopt stationary on the bottom whenever possible,
which allowed more accurate determination -f the temperature
assr ciatod with a particular sound velocity measurement .

Table 2

Scope of 1voasureiuents — Cc-.nccniitant Conditions

Number of
readings

Depth Temperature Salinity in “sett ’ of
Date Location (feet) (°F) ( °/L ’c)  observations

3 h ay Sari Diego 40 tc- 50.4 to 33.~ 3 to 70j
49 180 60.2 33.~75 ~ u0

13 I~ay San Diego 60 to 50.9 to 33.58 to 40J
49 180 58.3 33.75

5 Lug . Northern
49 ~iators 138 32.6 32.6 5

5 It It 105(B) 41.7 31.8 7
6 “ “ 122(B) 40.4 32.07 6
6 “ “ 92(B) 33.4 32 .43 5
9 “ “ 147(B) 30.2 32.29 7

18 “ 125(B) 37.5 32.25 7
18 “ “ 104(B) 44.4 30.52 5
18 “ 113(B) 42.0 31.69 4
19 “ 124 30.3 32.32 5
26 “ “ 121 34.3 32.07 4
27 “ “ 140 39.3 32.42 5

I

(B) indicates su~*narino was bottomed.

SUPPORTING UR~~ZNTS OF TE~iP~R4.TUPE, S~.LINITY~ 4~D DJ~PTH

It will be ri ted that , in addition to the velocity road—
ings , tablo 2 contains values for temperature , salinity, and
depth . tomporr~turo—sensitive element and a conductivity
cell were mounted on the deck of the submarine near the PSVI

11
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transducer. Direct readings of temperature and specific
conductance were obtained from equipment connected to these
topside elements . Salinity was then computed from the
values ~f temperature and specific conductanco .

Independent determinat ions ~f tomperaturo and salinity
wore alec’ made on samples c f sea water drawn directly
through the su~ narine hull at a depth 10 feet greater than
that of the PSVI transducer. Salinities were determined
by titration of these samples. The accuracy of temperature
measurements was kept high by flowing a co nsiderable
amount c-f water from the valve before sampling, and placing
the sample and thermometer in a vacuum bottle . Normally
the temperature and salinity values used wore those obt ained
from the samples , while those obtained electrically were
used as a check. ~Jhon a difference in temperature was
noted between water at the depth of the transducer and at
the deoth of the valve the data wore discarded as unreliable .

Depths were read from the submarine’ s gauges.
The estimated accuracy r~f a single observation is as

follows: temperature ± 0.15 degrees F, salinity ± 0.02
part per thousand , and depth ± 2 feet.

G~NE1LL P~~C~DURE

Sound ve1~city measurements were made either with the
submarine holding as c nstant a depth as possible at a
speed cf two knots, or uith the submarine 1y~ng stati..nary
on the bottom. The latter pr:Gedure was 1x ssibL~, c’f
course , only in shallow water , but was preferable because
of the smaller variati~ns in water conditions encountered.

.~t a convenient time a water sample was drawn and
readings wore made simultaneously of the PSVI and the
temperature thxt specific conductance meters . This pro-
cedure was re~oated at intervals of about two minutes
until four or more temperature measurements taken at a
particular depth , over a peric cl f fifteen to thirty
minutes, were found to be consistent v;ithin ± 0.1 dogreeo
F. The data were then c nsidered reliable. Four rr
more consistent temperature observati.:ns, together with
corresp.nding velocity determinations, arc called a “

In further treatment of the data each set was averaged to
obtain a single value rf Sound velocity to correspo nd to
a particular temperature—salinity~~opth cc ridition as
shc-wn in table 2.

12 
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Northern Data.

It will be noted from table 2 that the measurements
of sound velocity were made over a rather wide temper-
ature range, but over only a small range c f salinity and
depth. Since the effects of salinity and bpth rn
sound velocity are small in comparison to the effect of
temperature, it is not feasible to determine the relation
of s~und velocity to salinity and depth from these meager
data. In order to depict sound velocity purely as a func-
tion of temperature , it is necessary to correct all velocity
data to uniform conditions “f salinity and depth.
salinity of 32.5 parts per thousand and a depth of 125 feet
were ch:’sen as best appr: xixnating the actual conditi. ns of
measurement. The following relations, given by Kuwahara5,
wero used to make the corrections:

= 4. 27 ~~~, and

= 0.0182 ,

where and W~ arc the sound velocity corrections in
feet per scccnd , L~’S the difference between the measured
salinity and 32.5 in parts per thousand, and ~i]) the dif-
ference between the measured d1opth and 125 feet.

further correction was made to compensate for the
change in length -f the measurement path caused by thermal
contraction and expansj.n :f the hull of the submarine.
This correcti ..n was applied on the following basis :

1. The best measurement ~f distance was wade at a torn—
;uraturo of approximately 68 degrees F.

2. The coefficient ~.f linear expansion ~f the sub—
marino hull was taken as that c f  stoë.1: 5.5 x i0 6 per
degree F.

3. It was assumed that the hull took the temperature of
the surroundi ng water during a dive.

The maximum scund velocity c’-rrectL n, corresponding to a
water temperature of 30 degrees F, was —1.3 fe-ct per sec- -nd .

Values of temperature and sound velocity ~~ro then
obtained Lr each dive in n~rthurn waters, by averaging thecorrected results -f each set .~f . bsorvati:ns (see table 3).
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~an Diego Data.

The data of 3 and 13 Liay 1949 — vthen extended dives
wore ma~.o ~t varying temperaturce, salinities, and depths
— were treated s-. mewhat differently . Not only were the
110 values corrected t~. a b~ngle salinity and depth, but thoy
were -a1s~. corrected t ’  a mean temperature of 51.7 degrees F,
using a volo city—t emperature relation* based on ~~~~~~~~ S
tables c’f Sound ve1-~city. The standard ~evia~oic n ~f those
110 adjusted values was apprcximately 1 ft ot per secz nd; an
average velocity of 4885.1 feet per second was used to re-
present the set of observaticns . Because f the large number
of .~bservatjr~~s in this set , it obviously merit s more con—
sidorati~n than the other set s, and a weight of 5 has boon
assigned to it , relative t~. ~ weight of 1 for each of
the other sets of observati~ns.

Table 3. Values ~.f Sound Velocity

(V~.locities adjusted to. S 32.5 O/oo, and D = 125 ft)

Temperature Sound Velocity Statistical Source of
(degrees F) (fps ) ‘ .eighting Data

30.2 4720.6 1 PSVI
30.3 4720.6 1 PSVI
32.6 4738.1 1 PSVI
33.4 4748.6 1 PSVI
34.~ 4754.4 1 PSVI
37.~ 4782.4 1 PSVI
39.3 4795.7 1 PSVI
40.4 4805.1 1 PSVI
41.7 4812.4 1 PSVI
42.0 4818.1 1 ?SVI
42.8 4825.4 1 iocds , Browne ,

0ochrax~eU~
44.4 4836.4 1 PSVI
44.6 4836.0 1 ~kods, Brrwne,

Cochi~ane
51.7 4885.1 5 PSVI, San Diego

4.rea
59 .Q 4925 .1 1 ii~arti
62.5 4944.9 1 Woods , Br:. wne,

Cochranu

4~Sincc in nw-st of the 110 observati : ns the temperature was
within ± 2.0 degrees of 51.7 degrees F, the currecti n was
usually loss than 15 feet per secc-nd. 3~c )nd1y it may be
seen in figure U. that the curve rol;rosonting Kuwahara’s
values and the least—squares fit . f the experimental date are
nearly parallel near 51.7 degrees F. 

~~~~~~~~~
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Table 3 lists the adjusted average velocities and the
corresp. nding temperatures. i.lse included in the ~áb1e
are three values deter~nined by Woods, Browno , and C.. chrane,11
and one value determined by Ii~arti~ Those aro included prin-
cipally to oxtenci the range of experimpi~ta1 data available,
and each value is given a v~eight of 1. It should be notedthat These four values of sound velocity are the c nly pre-
vious measurements for which reasonably complete data on
temperature and salinity are availaolo.

RFSTJLTS OF L~~ SU~~ O~NTS

In order to obtain sound velocity as a functio n of
temperature, a least—squares curve of the form V = i~ + BT 4- 

.

was fitted to the data of table 3. The resulting equation iS
= 4382.65 4- 13.147 T — 0.06649 T~, where V is the velocity

in feet per second and T is the temperature in degrees
Fahrenheit. This equation applies to a salinity value of 32.5
parts per thousand, to a depth of 125 feet, and to temperatures
below 63 degrees F.

In figure U the experimental data are plotted as a
function of temperature, and the above equation is shown as
a solid curve • It will be noted that the measured values lie
quite close to this curve . The consistency if the dp.t~ is
shown by the standard deviation between the measured velocity
values and the velocity values computed from the equation
representing the least—squares fit of the data. This standard
deviation is only 1.21 feet per second .

The dotted curve in figure II represents values obtained
from Kuwahara ’s tables of sound velocity. It may be seen
that the measured values of sound velocity exceed the com-
puted values by a maximum of approximately 5 feet per second.

In view of the consistency and accuracy f the experi-
mental measurements, and the possible inaccuracies of com-
puted values of sound velocity, the above equation appears
to be a better representation -f sound velo city as a functi on
cf temperature than can be derived from computed tables.

Using previously noted expressions given by Kuwahara 5
relating sound velocity to salinity and depth , a more generally
useful equatio n is obtained. This expression is V = .4241.59
+ 13.147 T — 0.06649 T2 4. 4.27 S 4. 0.0182D, where S is the
salinity in parts per thousand, and D is the depth in feet.
i..gain this equation is limited to temperatures below 63
degrees F. It is believed that this mcre accurately repre-
sents sound velocity in the sea than expres sions btained
from present tables of sound velocity.

15
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DISCUSS~~N OF .~Rr (BS

In the following discussi:n the values cited are not
to be considered as precise , but rather as the best es—
timates of the errors • Errors in determination of sound
velocity with the PSVI arise from orro rs in measurement
c-f both time and distance.

�rors in the time measurement arise principally from
u~icertainty in recognizing the first cycle of the echo
pulse , and fr~ni nonlinearity of the oscilloscope sweep.
~ccuracy of the repetition rate is one part in 100,000, s°
that the error of Oal microsecond from this source may be
neglected. It seems certain that the start of the echo
pulse can be recognized to within 1 cycle cr ± 1 micr..’soc—
ond. The error caused by nonlinearity of the oscilloscope
sweep is a systematic error and could be corrected by
rofinemont of the measuring technique. However , since this
n~nlinearity may cause an erro r of ± 1 microsec nd, de-
pending upon the particular value of sound velocity, it is
treated as a randczn error. The combined effect of these
two errors makes the probable error in the determination of
a single time interval. ± 1.4 nhicrL seconds.

The error in the measurement of the path length is
estimated to be ± 0.005 fc ot (approximately 1/16 inch).
However , because of the mounting of the crystal (discussed
previously), some uncertainty exists as tc the exact posi—
tiOfl of the crystal under different pressure and t emper-
ature conditions . The possible mo vement of the crystal is
estimated to be ± 1/16 inch, which may change the path
length by ± 1/8 inch or ± 0.01 1. ct. The pr~bab1e er
then in the path length determination is ± 1( 005) 4- (.01)
or ± 0.011 foot.

Using the above figures for the probable errc rs -‘1 time
and distance measurements, the probable erri r cf  the volceity
measure~~nts made with the ~~VI is ± 1.2 feet per second.

Temperature measurements on samples of water drawn
through the hull of the sutciarine could nearly always be
repeated by different observers t o  within ± C.l degree F.
more difficult err..~r to estimate is caused by the difference

in water temperature between tho pcint at which the sample
was drawn and that of the ~~VI transducer. Because cf the
smalL temperature gradients in the perating areas this dif-
ference probably seldom exceeded 0.1 ciegreo F. The probable
orrc. r of the temperature dotorminati ns is estimated on this
basis t~ be ± 0.15 degree F, appro. d.matcly equivalent to
1.2 feet per second of sound velocity.

Normally, the error in salinity as determined by
titrati- n is ± 0.02 part per thousand, which is small. H~w—ever, for two ~f the sets ~f cbservati.~ ns included in the
data no samples were obt ained fur titratio n, and the salinity
was obtained frcm e..nductivity measurements . These measure-
ments are accurate t- ± 0.3 part per thousand, and thus the

16 
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resulting probable err~-r of the salinity measurements is
± 0.24 part per thousand. This is eqW.valent to a velocity
error -~f 1.0 foot per sec~nd.

Errors in depth measurements were n rmo.lly less than 2
feet, and their effect i--n sound velocity is quite small:
0.04 foot per second.

The probable error then in sound volocity determined in—
directly from measurements of temperature , salinity, and depth
equals ± f(l.2)2 4- (1.0)2 4- (.04)2, or ± 1.6 feet per second.

Thus it is seen that the direct measurement ... f sound
velocity with the PSVI, and the separate measurements of those
factors influencing the sound velc city were made with approxi-
mate ly the same degree ~f accuracy; furthe r , that the orr 8rs
are rather ainofl , being ± 0.025 per cent for the direct
measurements and ± 0.032 per cent for the indirect deter—
miriations.

CONCluSIONS

V.t~LOCITY i~E~SUR~~~NTS

1. On -the basis of direct measurements, sound velocity
in the sea can be represented as a functic’n c-f temperature by
the following e~~ressic-n :

= 4382.65 .1- 13.1471 — 0,0664912,

when the salinity is 32.5 parts per tho usand, the depth is
125 feet , and the temperature is below 63 de~rops F.2. By con~bining the above exprosaion with computed re—latic-ns giving sound velocity as a function of salinity and
depth, the following equation is obtained:

= 4241.59 4- l3.l47T — 0.06649T2 4- 4.275 4- O.0182D.

The last equati~. n above, which applies below 63 degrees F,
is believed to be the best representati on current ly avai lable
fcr sound velocity in the sea as a functi on of temperature,
salinity, and depth.

3. Values c-f sound velocity given by the equation in 2
above exceed tho se “btained from Kuwahara ’ s table s of sound
velocity by as much as 5 feet per second.

TH~ PSVI

1. The present equi~cLent is capable of direct measure-
ment of scunci velocity in the sea to an accuracy c-f ± 1.2
feet per second, or 0.025 per cent error. Prop. sed m~difi—catio n of the crystal mcunting eti. uld reduce the error to
± 0.7 foot per second .

8~S~ 
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2. Changes in sctznd velo city as small as 0.2 foot per
second can be detected and measure d with the present equip—
mont.

3. Chief disadvantage of tho present oqui~~cnt is the
fact that an operat~r is requirect, and that readings cannot
be btainod with sufficient speed during rapid changes ‘of
sound velocity.

~~ C N D I~TIO~~

1. It is recommended that the feasibility of developing
a recc rding system fcr the PSVI be investigated. Such a
develo~nent would plot sound velocity profiles with consider-
ably greater accuracy than that obtained with present equip-
ments .

2. It is further recunmendod that considerati-..n be
given the deve1o~~ont - f a cemputer to give density of sea
water from velocity, temperature, and depth component s t~t
without salinity elements • No trouble—free device for
continuo us measurement o± salinity is in sight. Here is a
reasonable way to by—pass the difficulty. Developitent of
such a c -’mputer naturally depends on successful implemen-
tation of the first recommendation.

3. It is recommended that the ?SVI be used to measure
sound velocity in sea water of temperature above 63 degrees
F. Detorminatic ns in water of 70 to 80 degrees F would
extend the present data to cover the complete o ceanic sound—
velocity range • These additi’ nal data could be readily ob—
tam ed by installing the PSVI on a sulvnarine making an
equatorial cruise.

4. It is recc--nunended that the PSVI be used to measure
the effect of salinity on the velocity ~f sound. Since
large salinity changes in the sea are not common, this ef-
fect can best be studied in the laboratory.

18
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the pulsed sound velocity indicator.
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Figure 10. i~cho signal on 24 microsecond expanded sweep .
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~PPE1~~IX

100—Kc Prelimina~’y 1~odel I].

To teat the fuaatbi].ity - direct measurements of sound
velocity in the sea by an instrument mounted en a euth~arine ,
a preliminary mr-del of the PSYI cperating at 100 kc was cc-n—
structed. ~1ith the exception of timing circuits most of the
components were available in other equi~~ent and needed only
mi~~r modificati: ns. Separate transducers were used fcr
the tranac~ittar and receiver. The general installatiun on
the mi~~arin. was similar to that of the l-Mc I~odel 12.

This .sq.~ipeent was given extensive tests both cff San
Diegc where negative velocity gradients were encountered,
and in British Cclumbia ,there nearly isothermal water was
found . 1~tonever possible the e~.-und velocity was determined
from measurements of temperature, salinity, and depth, and
checked against the velocity obtained from the PSVIe .gree—
mont within 5 feet per eeccnd was usually .0btained , and
much c-f this disparity may be the result of inaccurate
temp erature measurem ents~ i~ strong, steady echo was received
at all depths up to 200 feet (maxiievm test depth ) regardless
of the speed of the aut-gnarine • Vertical velocity gradients
wer e measured by reading dep~.h and $ouz~ velocity sljnul—
tanoc.ualy at intervals of 10 feet~ dur ing slow aecent s cr
desce~ta , -

In positioning the echo trac e on the oscilloscope (by
setting the range dial ) an easily identifia ble feature c-f
the ocho was arbitrari ly used as a reference • No- difficulty
was experienced in rec~gnizing thi s reference feature even
by ship 1 s personnel after enl5y a , few miaites ’ instruction.
However , the chief limitation ef the equipaent was the ’ in-
ability to s h w  that the arbitrary re ference selected was
the first cycle of the echo . Since the peri od of lOO-kc
waves is 10 micro-seconds, an error of one cycle in the
pcsiticning of the echo would cause an error in s.~und
velocity of 5 feet per second . This restri cted the use
of the instrument to measur ement of velocity gradient s, or
demanded - a velocity calibr - tion based upo n tenperature,
salini ty, and depth of the water . Use o f  a higher frequency,
1 Mc , was proposed as a methc d of reducing the possible
error involved in recognizing the initial cycle of the echo ,
and increasing the accuracy c-f velocity detextnin at i rLfls ,

For the measur ement of velocity gradients the 100-he in—
strumont has certain advantages. It is simpler to build,
doos not roqaire careful alignnent of transducers and re-
flector , and gives a steadier echo , particularly where the
vulooity structure is rapidly changing . .. velocity change
ef about 0.5 foot per aeccnd ~an be .~etected with the 100-4cc
equipeent.
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